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About Us

Gobindgarh Public College, Alour (Kharana), an institute of higher learning, is established by Gobindgarh Educational and Social Welfare Trust, Mandi Gobindgarh, to impart quality education and brace the youth with empirical knowledge to cope up the challenges of the world. The trust members belong to various walks of life viz. Industry, administration, philanthropy, entrepreneurship, engineering having a zeal to serve. They have a cosmopolitan, democratic, secular, national and progressive outlook. The multiple facets of personalities, with rare qualities of head and heart, intertwined themselves to serve the people of the Slawi Town and the surrounding areas. It's a non-profit organization that runs two other institutes—GPS & PMT. The long cherished dream of the trust became a reality on September 29, 2003, when the new campus building of Gobindgarh Public College, Alour (affiliated to Punjab University, Chandigarh) was inaugurated by Harbhaj T.K. Pathak, the former Vice Chancellor of Punjab University on the Silver Jubilee Foundation Day of the trust. It was the day when Gobindgarh Education and Social Welfare Trust came into being 25 years ago. The college is awarded & accredited with Grade 'B' by NAAC, Bengaluru.

About the Seminar

A socio-economic and political analysis of Green Revolution is the need of the hour, as this revolution had a life changing impact in the cultural history of Punjab. Perhaps it was green revolution alone that has left last impact the psychological and philosophical aspects of Punjab culture and lifestyle fundamentally. These aspects have been so intricate and multi-dimensional that an ordinary Punjab could not even recognize the outcome of the green revolution. Many problems have erupted in post green revolution Punjab and the solution of all these problems took a distant vision. Hence, there is need of comprehensive study on this issue so that Punjab can be saved from the various grim consequences of the revolution. The present seminar is a step toward comprehending this problem and to suggest the way out to diagnose these problems.

Call for Papers

Original research papers are invited for presentation in the seminar. Abstracts are to be sent by 28th February, 2019 along with Registration Form and full length papers by 28th February, 2019. Abstract and full paper are to be sent to ggsconference@gmail.com. Papers related to the main theme of the seminar will be accepted for presentation.

Sub-Themes

- Impact of POST GREEN REVOLUTION on culture and education system of Punjab
- Impact of IMMIGRANTS on agriculture of Punjab
- Green Revolution & its aftermath on Farmer
- Development of MFCS followed by over-subsidised and Farmer Society
- Role of Agriculture in development of All India Industries in Post-Green Revolution Punjab
- Constructive Reforms in Agriculture Policy
- Cultural transformation in Post-Green Revolution in context with Punjab & Punjab
- Study of Punjab Post-Green Revolution epoch in Punjab Novel
- Modern Punjab’s Folly in the context of Post-Green Revolution Punjab
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